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Rashi jaiswal(09031987)
 
Hi,
I was born and bought up in the city famous for its 'Zar –dozi' (embroidary)
work in uttar pradesh, INDIA.
By profession i am a software engineer, currently working with MNC company.
I started writing poems when i realized there are some things which we cant
discus with anyone and it means a lot to you.
I love to write poems when i am alone.I think poem is the best way to express
yourself and to give words to your feelings.
My poems are dedicated to all the people like my love my family my friends who
are the part of my life and are the part of my memories all of them means to me
a lot.
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I Never Wanted To Hurt Them.
 
I don’t know what they are thinking
I never wanted to hurt them.
What I wanted is, to always
Make them proud
I didn’t do anything wrong,
What was wrong is
I took a decision...
That was related to my life, my happiness
But I never wanted to hurt them.
I know they were there,
Whenever i was in need.
They were there
when i was blue.
They showered all their blessings
I know,
They did everything for my happiness
I love them for that...
I salute them for that.
But I didn’t did anything wrong
I never wanted to hurt them
What I want is,
my happiness,
my life.....
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Moments
 
They come to comfort
when the heart is hurt
They are at my side,
when the world is turned aside
 
They come up to cope,
when ever I lost hope
They add to the years
even when there are tears
 
They make glitter,
when life seemed bitter
They can't be lost
even at death cost
 
They are embedded sediments
Bcoz they are the moments
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Relations
 
It very hard to make relations in life
But harder to maintain it
It not you who breaks it up
Its time which makes it wrong
 
Your way to you its right
But other thinks its night
Standing at same stone
People have different ways to go
 
No one will say I m wrong
And other idea is bright
On the other day
Same idea will be right
 
Person closer to you
Will always be far
Thinking that u have
New preference in life
 
It not you, neither others who are wrong
Its thinking which makes it wrong, that’s why
It’s very hard to make relations in life
But harder to maintain it
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When You Were Not There
 
When you were not there.
my nights were sleepless,
my days were large enough to miss you.
 
When you were not there.
My dreams were the only place to meet you,
N my celebration is not enough to make me happy.
 
when you were not there.
there was no sun which can shine my day,
N no moon which could have calm my nights.
 
When you were not there.
no light that can enlighten my path
N no darkness which could have fade my ways.
 
When you were not there.
no medicine could cure my illness,
N no fuel which could have fasten my life.
 
When you were not there..
But now God blessing had made
my past a nightmare
N my dreams a reality.
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